
 Lecture93 Applications of characters

1 Integrality properties
2 Burnside theorem

Ref Sees 5.3 5.4 in E

1 Integrality properties
In Section 3 of Lee 11 we havementioned that various

numbers related to characters are algebraic integers Here we

state prove these results andgive a quickapplication the

Frobenius divisibility theorem

Recall that the base field is I andG is a finite

group

1 1 Results

Lemma Let Vbe a finite dimensional representation ofG
Then Xulgle Agel

A



Proof As Wes noted in theproof ofLemma in Sec 1.3of
Lee Il all eigenvalues ofgu are roots of unity Ig

hence
gu
has

finite order hence are in TTBy Preposition in Sec 2 ofLec72
their sum which is Xulg is in TT s

Here's a more subtle result

Proposition Let U be an irreducible representation of Cgel
K Cch be the conjugacy class ofg Then lyfe

We'llpostpone a preof a discuss an application first

92 Frobenius divisibility

Thm In the notation of Preposition Ill dimUETL

Proof The idea is to show that Thulea is in TTThen

we use ANTI 72 Corollary in SectP ofLec42

By Application 3 Sect ofLea11 XuXu d i.e



11EntugXulg P a

Let Ca Ckbe the conjugacy classes in GAgieCi so
that Xulgl Xulgil Xulg Xulgill AgeC note that g
is conjugate toget ble light'shgti So

fatalslug Eilkillulgi Aug
Multiplying by a by Yu we get

Einimist luigi'sEa la

By Lemma resp Proposition from Sec 9.1 in Lee72 the2nd

resp the 1st factor is in TT Since I is closedundersums

products the lhs of 2 is in TT So shut andwe
aredone a

13 Proof of Preposition

By lemma in Sec 1.3 anyelement Ee71061acts on U

via 2mgIdu Since for Z Z e E AG we have62 Zaza
it follows that p zesty 2106 Q is a Qalgebra

homomorphism



Weneed a particular choice of Z Ze EcheZ EG so

that Yalta ICIXulg Igec Ourgoal is therefore toprove

Lemma pled EI
Proof In theproofwe'll need e subring

726 Eeagg age I EG
Note that IG is a finitely generatedfree abeliangroup

lw.r.tt Observe that ZeeKC
The scheme of theproof is as follows

i we show that Span ziti e C Z EG is fingenerated
as an abeliangroup

lil deduce that Span Ipledline c e is fin generated
Hit conclude that ped et

Check lil Note that sinceZee7164725 is a subring
we get Span zinc 74 By Fact in Sec9.2 ofLea42
Span tic is fingenerated since 74 clearly is

I



Check ii Span Ipled plea plz p Spangled
Since p is inparticular a homomorphism ofabeliangroups we use

lil to deduce that Span pad is finitelygenerated

Check iii fellows from Proposition in Sec9.2 of Leck a

2 Burnside theorem

Ourjob now is to prove

Theorem Burnside A group oforderpeg cannotbe simple

Theproof we'll bebased on the followingproposition

Proposition Let C be a finitegroup C C G e conjugacy

class and U be an irreducible representation of G Assume

GCD dim U IC1 1 Then one of the following holds
a Xulg e forgec
16 ga is scalar tgel5T



21 How Theorem fellows

We first deduce the theorem from Proposition and then

prove thepreposition

Corollary of Proposition Suppose G issimple U is non
trivial4g e Under the assumptions of Proposition latholds

Proof Let y be
the homomorphism G GLtu ThenKerr

is a normal subgroup Wehave Kerz t C 6k U is non trivial
Since G is simple Kerp e so we can view G as a subgroup

of 61141 Any subgroup ofscalar operators is normal in GL u
scalars commute w every operator It follows that H hell

ha is scalar is normal G is not abelian while H is so HG
So H e and a holds s

Proofof Theorem

Step0 reduction to a b ol e pgrouphesnontrivialcenter

go
cannotbe simple Hence both aKb are positive



Step 117 conjclass C e w ICl primepower Let

G e Cz Ck be the conjugacy classes in G We have

EplCil 191 le l lat t peg d notdivisible bypg
So Fi s t ICil is notdivisiblebypg Since kill 161
ICil must be eprimepower say p cool PickgeCi

Step2 Recall that dealg so ifg e Example in Sec

2.1 ofLee8 Also let Up U U are the irreducible

representationsw U striv ByTheorem in Sec2.1 in Leaf

G PIUtd'm i

teeEdmUi Xu
O tealg EldinUi Xu lg

I EddimUi daily Gt

Step3 Let U Ue be the irreducibles w Jim coprimetop
Uea U be these w dimUi p By Preposition for i 2 l

Xuilg e be the conjugacy class G ofg has p elements
so coprime to dimUi We can rewrite x as

t Ees dimpttailg



Notethat dimpbek tailgle lyLemma in SecPO Soby
Proposition in Sec 2 ofLee12 the rhs is in TT So

FETT And I nd 72 Corollary inSec1.1 ofLec92

Se teTL a contradiction a

2 2 Proofof Preposition
We'llprove thisproposition module a lemme

Lemma Let e en be reefs of 9 If Eine then

either Ep En er Entten O

Proof of Preposition
We know that Xulg e I lemme in Sec 11 4144mi

E TI IPreposition in Sec9.1 Since GCD ICIdim61 0 we
have r IC ItsdimU P for some r set hence

sista et
Let s en be the eigenvalues ofgu IndimU so that Xulgl

get
ten By Lemme either qtten o in which case Yulgle or



5 en Note that gu hasfinite order so cannothave Jordan

blocks of size 1 It followsthatgusdiagk.ec gl constant s

a


